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LEF New England Moving Image Fund Awards $190,000 in 2018 Production
and Post-Production Grants to Independent Documentary Filmmakers
CAMBRIDGE, MA — Today, the LEF Foundation announced 10 Moving Image Fund
grants totaling $190,000 in support for New England-based independent documentary
filmmakers.
The LEF Moving Image Fund invests in artful, feature-length documentary films that
demonstrate excellence in technique, strong storytelling ability, and originality of artistic
vision and voice. The most recent round of awards includes six grants of $15,000 to
projects at the production stage, and four grants of $25,000 to projects at the postproduction stage.
LEF Executive Director Lyda Kuth wrote, “LEF is proud to be among a small handful of
regional grantmakers for documentary film in the United States, offering funding from
conception to broadcast. Because of this unique approach, we are able to connect
directly with this community and provide a continuum of support to independent
artists living and working in New England. At a time of great change in the world and
shifting support within the film industry itself, private family foundations like LEF are
vital for investing on a local scale to help nurture the unique perspectives of artists
and catalyze the untold stories they bring to light.”
The selected films take on a variety of artistic approaches – experimental, essayistic,
observational, personal, and poetic – and bring new critical perspectives to an array of
subjects including mental health and policing, artificial intelligence, political strongmen,
and the first-ever truth and reconciliation commission for Native Americans.
“At LEF, we know these grants make a significant difference in the lives of these
filmmakers, whether emerging, mid-career, or established,” wrote Kuth. “We would
like to send our warmest congratulations to all of the awarded projects, and our
continuing encouragement and best wishes to all of the filmmakers whose projects
were reviewed for this deadline.”
Production Grants
The Android Project ($15,000)
Directed by Abigail Child; Produced by Jennifer Burton.
An experimental documentary feature that explores the
current realities of android development with a focus on
human-machine relations, gender, interactions and
emotions.

Mi Casita ($15,000)
Directed & Produced by Diane Hendrix; Co-Produced by
Sabrina Avilés. Franallen Acosta is a 24-year-old Dominican
American with visionary solutions to the affordable housing
crisis, scarce locally grown food, and tone deaf politics in
his beloved hometown of Lawrence, Massachusetts.
Recovery High ($15,000)
Directed by Steve Liss; Produced by Steve Liss and Zak
Piper. A film that follows the emotional struggles of young
people dealing with addiction and mental health disorders
as they try to turn their lives around with the support of the
teachers and counselors at Northshore Recovery High
School in Beverly, Massachusetts.
El Signo Vacío (the empty sign) ($15,000)
Directed & Produced by Kathryn Ramey. Using
educational, touristic and military media/artifacts from the
United States alongside contemporary voices, images and
sounds from Puerto Rico, this cinematic essay interrogates
the 120-year US occupation of Puerto Rico to reveal how
US democratic narratives effectively obscure her
capitalist/military domination of the island(s).
Monrovia, Indiana ($15,000)
Directed & Produced by Frederick Wiseman. Forty-six
million Americans live in small rural towns, which are often
written about and filmed based on conflicting stereotypes.
This film makes vivid and explicit the living experiences of
small rural towns.
Disturbing Schools ($15,000)
Directed by Garrett Zevgetis; Produced by Ariana
Garfinkel; Executive Producer Jeff Consiglio. In a South
Carolina high school, a black teenage girl is ripped from her
desk by a popular white police officer and arrested for the
mysterious crime of “Disturbing Schools.” When viral
videos bring explosive attention to school safety, the
incident at Spring Valley becomes a cornerstone moment in
our national narrative, and transforms the lives of everyone
involved.

Post-Production Grants
Where the Pavement Ends ($25,000)
Directed by Jane Gillooly; Produced by Aparna Agrawal,
Jane Gillooly and Khary Saeed Jones. Where the Pavement
Ends compares a 1968 dispute over a road blockade in
Ferguson, Missouri with the infamous road, also in
Ferguson, where Michael Brown’s dead body lay 46-years
later. The barricade separated the then all-white town of
Ferguson from the neighboring all-black town of Kinloch.
The film sheds light on two moments in time that have been
defined by racial divisiveness and offers some context that
surrounded these historical boiling points.
Dawnland ($25,000)
Directed by Adam Mazo and Ben Pender-Cudlip; Produced
by Adam Mazo and N. Bruce Duthu. A story of stolen
children and cultural survival: inside the first truth and
reconciliation commission for Native Americans.
Ernie & Joe ($25,000)
Directed & Produced by Jenifer McShane. Ernie &
Joe follows two officers with a special unit inside the San
Antonio Police Department who are diverting the mentally
ill on the city's streets away from harm or jail, and into
mental health treatment -- one 911 call at a time.
Stalin, Lenin, and Other Tales from South India ($25,000)
Directed & Produced by Kavita Pillay. Set in the communist
stronghold of Kerala, India, this film profiles people named
after Stalin and Lenin to explore the enduring mythology of
political strongmen. Structured as a series of vignettes,
Kerala's Stalins and Lenins offer a tragicomic and previously
unseen look at a unique corner of the world as it grapples
with communism, capitalism, democracy, demagoguery,
mythology and reality.
In addition to this group of grantees, LEF also awarded $30,000 to 6 projects in preproduction earlier in the fiscal year. In total, LEF will be distributing $220,000 in funding
to documentary production over the course of its 2018 fiscal year.

The next grant deadline is Friday, June 1, 2018 for projects seeking pre-production
support. Please check www.lef-foundation.org for details regarding LEF Moving Image
Fund guidelines and eligibility. For more information on the Foundation or its funded
projects, please contact Program Director Sara Archambault: 617.492.5333 or sara@leffoundation.org.
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